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Abstract: 
The paper concerns the research related to the improve-
ment of control and supervision of web connected mo-
bile robots using Physic Processing Unit (PPU). PPU 
computations taken into the consideration include rigid 
body dynamics, collision detection and raycasting. The 
result is improved by Human Machine Interface that al-
lows performing semantic simulation during multi robot 
task execution.  Semantic simulation engine provides 
tools to implement the mobile robot simulation, which is  
based on real data delivered by robot’s observations in  
INDOOR environment. The supervision of real objects 
such as robots is performed by association with its vir-
tual representation in the simulation, therefore events 
such as object intersection, robot orientation - pitch and 
roll are able to be monitored. The simulation can be inte-
grated with real part of the system with an assumption of 
robust localization of real entities, therefore Augmented 
Reality capabilities are available.

Keywords: semantic mapping, Human Machine Inter-
face, mobile robot

1. Introduction
The main problem undertaken in the paper is improved 

control and supervision of web connected mobile robots 
[2], for example, inspection intervention robot system, 
with an application of Physic Processing Unit (PPU). The 
main applications of multi-robot inspection intervention 
system are actions in a disaster area, covering all the 
consequences of fire, chemical hazards, and for exam-
ple the effect of terrorist attack. The environment of the 
system forces short time of inspection, and determines 
basic goals for the system. This provides clearly defined 
working conditions, the criteria for checking correctness 
of control and supervision algorithms.

Many studies have shown extensive technical devel-
opment in the area of mobile robotics. There have been 
many solutions [8] for technical issues related to unique 
mechatronics designs of mobile robots. Many new robots 
have high mobility [11] in difficult terrain. In addition, 
number of robots equipped with sophisticated sensors 
[12] increases, which enhances the effectiveness for ex-
ample search and detection of victims [13], [14].

The paper concerns semantic mapping related to robot 
ontology [16] that represents a neutral knowledge rep-
resentation capturing relevant information about robots, 
their capabilities and environment. It can assist in the 
development and testing  effective technologies for sens-
ing, mobility, navigation, planning integration and opera-

tor interaction. In general, ontologies make all pertinent 
knowledge about a domain [15] explicit and are repre-
sented in a computer-interpretable fashion that allows 
software to reason over that knowledge to infer with ad-
ditional information. Applied ontology in semantic simu-
lation engine [1] allows automatic generation of virtual 
environments based on robot’s observations and to per-
form semantic simulation based on a PPU capabilities. 

 Physics engines dedicated  for video games typically 
contain two core components, a collision detection/col-
lision system, and the dynamics simulation component 
responsible for solving the forces affecting the simulated 
objects. Modern physics engines may also contain fluid 
simulations, animation control systems and asset integra-
tion tools. There are three major paradigms for the physi-
cal simulation of solids:
-  Penalty methods, where interactions are commonly 

modeled as mass-spring systems. This type of engine 
is popular for deformable, or soft-body physics.

-  Constraint based methods, where constraint equations 
are solved that estimate physical laws. 

-  Impulse based methods, where impulses are applied to 
object interactions.
Finally, hybrid methods are possible that combine as-

pects of the above paradigms.
An early academic PPU research project [3], [4] named 

SPARTA (Simulation of Physics on A Real-Time Archi-
tecture) was carried out at Penn State [5] and University 
of Georgia. This was a simple FPGA based PPU that was 
limited to two dimensions. First commercial available 
dedicated PPU PhysX from Ageia was appeared in Feb-
ruary 2006 [6]. The unit was most effective in accelerat-
ing particle systems, with only a small performance im-
provement measured for rigid body physics. PhysX is a 
proprietary realtime physics engine middleware SDK ac-
quired by Ageia [7]. Computer programs such as modern 
video games supporting hardware acceleration by PhysX 
can be accelerated by either a PhysX PPU or a CUDA-
enabled GeForce GPU. Thus offloading physics calcula-
tions from the CPU allow it to perform other tasks in-
stead – resulting in a smoother gaming experience and 
additional visual effects. An analysis published in [10] 
shows that most of the code used in PhysX applications 
is based on x87 instructions without any multi-threading 
optimization. This could cause significant performance 
drops when running PhysX code on the CPU. It was sug-
gested that a PhysX rewritten using SSE instructions 
may substantially lessen the performance discrepancy 
between CPU PhysX and GPU PhysX.

The paper is organized as follows: section 2 describes 
multi robotic system structure. Section 3 is related to 
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PPU computation applied for rigid body simulation/
collision detection, raycasting and triggers. Section 4 
describes proposed semantic simulation engine with an 
implementation of semantic Human Machine Interface 
(main improvement). Conclusions are noted in section 5.

2. Multi robotic system structure
The main object of research is a web connected mobile 

robot system, for example, the inspection – intervention 
system consisting of a mobile base station, a group of au-
tonomous robots and remote-controlled robot, equipped 
with a manipulator with n degrees of freedom. Figure 1 
shows structure of such a system.

Fig. 1. Inspection – intervention system

The main tasks of the system is an inspection and in-
tervention of hazardous environment for human activi-
ties. More details concerning base station, mobile robots 
and supervision and control can be found in [2].

3. PPU computation
Physic Processing Unit (PPU) is a dedicated micropro-

cessor for physic calculations. With central processing 
unit (CPU) and  general-purpose computing on graphics 
processing units (GPGPU) PPU builds modern compu-
ters capable to execute sophisticated computational tasks 
in parallel. Examples of calculations involving a PPU 
include  rigid body dynamics, soft body dynamics, col-
lision detection, fluid dynamics, hair and clothing simu-
lation, finite element analysis, and fracturing of objects. 
The main goal for PPU is to decrease CPU computation. 
In this paper we are focused on NVIDIA Ageia PhysX 
chip that is a complete one designed, marketed and sup-
ported PPU available with GeForce graphic cards. PhysX 
is an open standard and gives an opportunity to develop 
advanced software for mobile robotics for example Mi-
crosoft Robotics Developer Studio (MRDS) [9].

3.1. Actors – basic elements of the simulation
An actor typically contains shapes  sometimes one, 

sometimes more, sometimes none. The shapes represent 
the physical space that actor occupies in the simulation, 
and they are the core of collision detection. It is possible 
to create an actor without shapes, which will then behave 
as a “ghost” and collides with nothing (though it may 
still be jointed to other actors and affected by gravity and 
other applied forces or torques). In semantic simulation 
all semantic entities are related to actors. Geometric at-

tributes correspond to a shape of actor, for example wall 
will be simulated using rectangular prism. Robot is rep-
resented in the simulation by set of actors connected via 
joints. Each actor is associated with a shape – rectangu-
lar prism (box shape). Relationships between semantic 
entities are modeled using joints, for example solid wall 
orthogonal to floor corresponds to rectangular prism con-
nected to a plane via fixed joint. 
3.2. Continuous collision detection

It is useful for fast moving objects. With traditional 
collision detection, fast moving objects pass through oth-
er objects during a single time step. This effect is known 
as tunneling [17]. To deal with this problem, a technique 
known as Continuous Collision Detection (CCD) is nec-
essary. Instead of testing for collision at discrete points, 
it tests an extruded volume which represents the object’s 
motion during the whole time step. If a collision is de-
tected, the time of impact can be computed and the ob-
ject’s motion constrained appropriately. The example is 
shown in Figure 2:

Fig. 2. An example of Continuous Collision Detection 
(CCD)

3.3. Raycasting
Raycasting is basically a collision detection using 

rays. However, instead of attaching the line segment to 
an actor like other shapes, it gets cast into the scene at 
the user’s request, stabbing one or more shapes in the 
process. It has many uses, for example picking up objects 
in the Human Machine Interface to assign new goal for 
robot in 3D environment. In our robotic application ray-
casting is used also for laser system measurement simu-
lation (Figure 3).

Fig. 3. Raycasting example – laser measurement system 
simulation

3.4. Triggers

A trigger is a shape that permits other shapes to pass 
through it. Each shape passing through it can create an 
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event for the user when it enters, leaves, or simply stays 
inside the shape. Triggers are used to implement the 
monitoring of robot’s position.

4. Semantic simulation engine
The concept of semantic simulation engine applied in 

mobile robot system is a new idea, and its strength lies 
on the semantic map integration with mobile robot simu-
lator. Semantic simulation engine is composed of data  
registration modules, semantic entities identification 
(data segmentation) modules and semantic simulation 
module. It provides software tools for the implementa-
tion of the mobile robot simulation based on real data 
delivered by robot and processed on-line using parallel 
computation. Semantic entities identification modules 
can classify door, walls, door, ceiling, stairs in INDOOR 
environment. Data can be delivered by robot’s observa-
tion based on modern sensors such as laser measurement 
system 3D and RGB-D cameras. Real objects are associa- 
ted with virtual entities of simulated environment.

Semantic entities identification module uses semantic 
net shown in Figure 4. From computation point of view 
image processing methods are applied for automatic se-
mantic elements identification based on images derived 
from projected 3D cloud of points onto OXY plane. An 
example of automatic generated semantic entities such 
as walls, door and stairs is shown in Figure 5. More de-
tails concerning semantic prerequisites generation can be 
found in [1].

Fig. 4. Semantic net

Fig. 5. Semantic entities generated from 3D cloud of 
points

4.1. Semantic simulation
Accurate positioning of mobile robots, accurate en-

coders of inspection robot arm and satisfying tracking 
system are needed to update virtual entities position dur-
ing real robot task execution. The semantic simulation is 
composed of: semantic map nodes(entities) Lsm={Wall, 
Wall above door, Floor, Ceiling, Door, Free space for 
door, Stairs…}, (It is important to noticed that the Lsm set 

can be extended by another objects, what is dependent 
on robust and accurate 3D scene analysis), robot simu-
lator nodes (entities) Lrs={robot, rigid body object, soft 
body object…}, semantic map relationships between the 
entities Rsm= {parallel, orthogonal, above, under, equal 
height, available inside, connected via joint…}, robot 
simulator relationships between the entities Rrs = {con-
nected via joint, position…}, semantic map events Esm, 
that are the same as a robot simulator events: 

Esm =Ers = {movement, collision between two enti-
ties started, collision between two entities stopped, col-
lision between two entities continued, broken joint…}. 
The entities from semantic map correspond to actors in 
PhysX. Lsm is transformed into Lrs based on spatial model 
generated based on registered 3D scans i.e. walls, doors 
and stairs correspond to actors with BOX shapes. Rsm are 
transformed into Rrs with remark that doors are connected 
to walls via revolute joints. All entities/relations Rsm has 
the same initial location in Rrs, the location of each actor/
entity may change during simulation. The transformation 
from Esm to Ers effects that events related to entities from 
semantic map correspond to the events related to actors 
representing proper entities. Following events can be 
noticed during simulation: robot can touch each entity, 
open/close the door, climb the stairs, enter empty space 
of the door, damage itself (broken joint between actors in 
robot arm), brake the joint that connects door to the wall.

It is noteworthy to mention that all robot simulator’s 
semantic events are useful for semantic HMI, where 
computer can monitor simulation events. From robot 
control point of view semantic simulation is used also for 
robot path planning using “empty spaces” (see Figure 6). 
“Empty spaces” compose graph, therefore it is possible 
to use classic path planning methods. 

4.2. Semantic HMI
To demonstrate proposed approach Figure 6 shows 

basic robot task – going forward via corridor.  

Fig. 6. Semantic HMI example. Robot, walls (green rec-
tangular prisms), empty spaces (blue cubes)

Semantic HMI visualizes robot position represented by 
rectangular shapes, environment objects – in this case 
walls and empty spaces. Semantic HMI supervises inter-
section of robot shapes with environment shapes to avoid 
potential collisions. HMI monitors robot’s position using 
triggers – empty spaces. Defined goal from operator con-
sole’s point of view is shown in Figure 7 (where rayca-
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sting method was used to pick up cubic shape). Figures 8 
shows monitoring of the robot’s position, where robot is 
visiting new empty spaces and generate semantic events 
via triggers. Achieved goal by robot is shown in Figure 9, 
it is also related with a semantic event generated auto-
matically by a trigger. The main difference comparing to 
a classic HMI proposed semantic HMI generates linguis-
tic description of robot status, for example:
 Robot collides with wall.
 Robot is inside empty space.
 Robot achieved goal.

5. Conclusion
In this paper an improvement of supervision and con-

trol of web connected mobile robots using Physic Pro-
cessing Unit (PPU) computation is shown. The approach 
is related with semantic simulation engine that allows 
building robot simulation based on robot’s observations 
(laser measurement system 3D, RGB-D cameras). Pro-
posed ontological approach was used for creating seman-
tic Human Machine Interface that is more ergonomic 
that potentially will improve human – robot interactions. 
The main achievement is the implementation of a se-
mantic HMI that can be integrated with modern mobile 
robotic systems. HMI can integrate classic methods for 
path planning with sophisticated semantic map building, 
where decisions are made in high conceptual level. This 
research is showing an idea of replacing the geometrical 
description of the robot environment by ontology – based 
semantic representation, where objects are described by 
its attributes and relations, therefore the implementation 
is closer to a human natural understanding of the world.  
We believe that future systems will be more ergonomic 
by usage presented software techniques.     
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